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Boneyard

Boneyard was one of the numerous systems that Freespacers fled to following Freespacer Massacre and
Related Battles. The presence of multiple low-gravity planets without any atmosphere made it an ideal
location to land thousands of damaged vessels. Many of these vessels ended up being cannibalized for
parts, and their metal skeletons now litter the rocky surface or drift in planetary orbit.

Autonomous mining facilities were eventually established to mine the planetary cores for minerals. Those
Freespacers whose fleets were disbanded due to insufficient numbers, and chose not to join other fleets,
instead live here in one of the douzens of prefab workshops scattered across the numerous worlds. Here
they slave away tirelessly, hoping to one day bring each and every of the thousands of hulks back into
operational status.

These “Bound ‘Spacers” as they are known have also built rudimentary orbital mass driver guns to fend
off scavengers and pirates, and have a small stockpile of assorted small-arms. They will not hesitate to
shoot anyone that comes too close, although they meager firepower they possess isn’t enough to pose a
serious threat to anything the caliber of a military vessel.

Stellar Bodies

Star

M0 V Red Dwarf

Radius: 3.04 x 105 km (0.44 x sol)
Mass: 7.76 x 1029 kg (0.39 x sol)
Temperature: 3400 K
Luminosity: 1.54 x 1025 W (0.04 x sol)

Graveyard I

Rock Planet

Orbital Radius: 1.97 x 107 km (0.13 AU)
Period: 6.70 x 102 hours (0.08 earth years)
Gravity: 6.44 m/s2 (0.66 x earth)
Core Extraction Facilities, Prefab Workshops, mass driver firebase

Graveyard II

Rock Planet
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Orbital Radius: 3.77 x 107 km (0.25 AU)
Period: 1.77 x 103 hours (0.20 earth years)
Gravity: 4.99 m/s2 (0.51 x earth)
Core Extraction Facilities, Prefab Workshops, mass driver firebase

Graveyard III

Rock Planet

Orbital Radius: 4.78 x 107 km (0.32 AU)
Period: 2.53 x 103 hours (0.29 earth years)
Gravity: 4.18 m/s2 (0.43 x earth)
Open-pit Mine Facilities, Prefab Workshops

Gateway Links

Bridge of Sighs
Journey's End

Places of the SARPiverse
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